Furniture and objets d'art of the 18th century

The interlude of the Gallery
By what means the furniture delivered for royal residences
were identified?

Guillaume Benneman (?-1811), Detail of a mark with a C Crown of the Tuileries on a desk,
circa 1790, deposit of the Mobilier national, Versailles, château de Versailles
(inv. GME 7425)

Today, the royal provenance of the furniture can be reattributed thanks to
the inscripted numbers on certain pieces and by their correspondences in
the archives of the Garde-Meuble de la Couronne. These numbers are
regularly accompanied by other marks with an interpretation much simpler,
indicating the castles in which they were found.
The pieces of furniture created and supplied by the Garde-Meuble de la
Couronne for each royal residences were fire or stencil marked of a letter or
with the initials of the concerned castle and they were surmounted by a
close crown. Behind the W, F, CP or BV, marks of Versailles, Fontainebleau,
Compiègne or Bellevue can be recognised amongst many others.
This system of marks was not reserved for the royal furniture alone, the
members of the Court, possessing a private garde-meuble could also use
their own marks, such as Marie-Antoinette or the Count of Artois, as well as
the Duke of Penthièvre. These marks could also be used to identify the
furniture passing through the upholsterer or the conservator in order to
avoid the losses or confusions.

Marks of the main royal residences
(crowned)

Bellevue : BV
Choisy : CH
Compiègne : CP
Fontainebleau : F
Rambouillet : R
Saint-Cloud : S.C
Tuileries : TH ou CC
(interlaced letters, probably few years before the Revolution)
Versailles : W

Marks of the private garde-meubles
Garde-Meuble of the Queen Marie-Antoinette : GM
Garde-Meuble of the Count of Artois : CDT
(calligraphed letters, interlaced)

Marks of the Duke of Penthièvre
(with an anker)
Amboise : AB
Anet : AT
Chanteloup : CP
Châteauneuf-sur-Loire : C9

Through the 18th century, other marks have been affixed, by the GardeMeuble de la Couronne and private garde-meubles.

See you next week for a new
interlude !
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